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The Kuangshan Mines and Woqianchang in Zhehai, Huize District 会泽县矿山厂和倭铅厂, 22-23 
August 2014 

Field trip by Yang Yuda, Nanny Kim and Li Xiaocen 杨煜达、金兰中、李晓岑 

Supported by Gui Shengfu 桂胜负, Manager at Yunnan Chihong Mining Corporation 云南驰宏锌铬

股份有限公司 

Draft report Nanny Kim, 2018. 08. (not for citation!) 

2014.8.22. Kuangshan 
We left Kunming by 8 am. Because the more direct road from Daibu to Zhehai is in a poor state, we took the 
highway to Huize and the overland road to Zhehai. We arrived ca. 12:30 and were rpomptly met by manager 
Gui Shengfu. Plans were settled over lunch, with half a day at Kuangshan, and the following morning at 
Woqianchang. 

Manager Gui is in his 30s, Muslim Chinese and from Kuangshan zhen. His family had been involved in 
mining and caravan transport, and he proved highly supportive and knowledgeable throughout. 

We left Zhehai for the Kuangshan mines at about 2 pm. Mr. Gui picked up Mr. Hou 侯, an older manager in 
the company at the main ore sorting plant, at about 2300 m, and took us straight on to the operating mines in 
the Niulanjiang valley.  

These are the Qilin Zinc Mines. They have been in operation since 1980s (?), and both informants confirmed 
that they know of no premodern mining traces here. The slopes of the Niulanjiang valley are extreme, 
around 80°, and the mine enters the mountain on several layers in a tiny side gully. The highest mine, at 
which we were standing, was a roughly 2000 m. Descent to the lower levels was by cablecar down the gully. 
You could see right down to the Niulanjiang at about 1000 m. Mr. Gui pointed out a site on the Guizhou 
side that is called Yinchang 银厂 and was exploited. The village sits on a small ridge above the river at 
roughly the same height.  

We crossed back over the ridge and visited the open pit a short distance west of the main plant. The pit 
exploited the layers of historic mining, enters a ridge on an area of 5000 m2, reaching a depth of about 200 
m from the top of the ridge to the bottom. The pit is mainly the result of modern open pit mining by the state 
company, followed by exploitation by locals by traditional means during the 1990s, when work by the 
company was interrupted (I think due to low returns). Mr. Gui and Mr. Hou remember that the topmost 
layer, some 40-50 m into the second layer where full of old workings, with the timbering made from pine 
trunks not over 10 cm in diameter still in place and hardly decayed. The old adits either gradually sloped 
down or descended in steps.  

Gui pointed out the location of the former Longwangmiao (Dragon Temple) just to the east of the mining 
area, now a newly washed out gully next to a still working private plant that uses small furnaces and (used to 
use?) pipes for zinc smelting. 

Beyond the plant on a slope below the old mining area that descends into a small valley of red earth is a 
large burial ground, mostly destroyed by grave robbers in the 1990s. Recorded a handful of still standing 
stelea (see Yuda’s notes). One grave of descendants of Yi lords, all other graves are Huizu. Oldest stele is 
the grave of a couple, 张 ?? QL15/7/9-JQ23/6/12 (1750-1818), wife QL 32/3/26-DG6/3/19 (1767-1826). 
Three stele a bit off the modern graves: Ma (Muslim), probably DG 24 (1834). 

Toppled stele on shoulder: JQ 6/9/15 – XF 10/4/19 皇清待贈鄉典謹厚余公偉？大人之墓 (1801-1860) 
孝男余熙榮、女桂余氏、李余氏，孫學 … 
光緒二十二年臘月初十日共立 

Toppled stele on top of ridge: DG 12/9/7 – GX3/7/5 (1832-1877) 
皇清待贈顯考 馬公成龍之墓 
GX？/12/？ 
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Mr. Gui had heard of the Longwangmiao and knew the site of a mosque, but not of guild or other temples. 

The mosque used to be located on the same slope as the Longwangmiao, close to the grave area but higher 
up, probably used to be a small promontory overlooking the side valley. Some 40-60 m of the original 
surface have been removed in connection with the open pit mining, therefore hard to tell. 

In the stream just below the mining area layers of old slags are still easily found. According to Mr. Gui, the 
slag layers that still form the bottom of the stream are the oldest. Xiaocen took samples from the slag layer 
that is now about 80cm thick (but unevenly washed away) above a compounded harder layer of black slags, 
and under a mixture of bricks, slags and other material.  

Mr. Gui warmed up to the topic and related the slags used to extend all the way down the stream almost to 
Zhehai town. At Laohuzui 老虎嘴 three dams (with about 1 km between each of them) were built in the late 
1970s to prevent the slags from being washed down and to preserve the slags for re-smelting. Below the 
dams locals were permitted to collected slags, with the sections being reopened gradually when industrial re-
exploitation ended. Most slags were caught behind the dams, some 10 m deep layers. The re-exploitation 
lasted from the Republican Period to 1994, with the re-smelting by the state company between the 1970s and 
1994 the most intensive period. The smelting plant mainly produced lead, secondarily zinc. 

On the way back to Zhehai, we stopped in Kuanshan town. Mr. Gui and Mr. Hou both remembered that 
some 30 years ago there used to be a comparatively large grave (already robbed by then) with a stele that 
mentioned taijian (eunuchs). In the falling dusk around 6:30 pm we had to abandon any idea of finding the 
stele on this visit.  

2014.8.23. Woqianchang 
We set out from Zhehai shortly after 8 am and reached Woqiancun, the first village on road to Daibu on the 
ascent from the Zhehai Plateau on a decent road. The distance from Zhehai is less than 20 km. The pre-
motor-age road probably followed a more direct route up the next valley to the east. Before reaching the 
village, the road follows the edge of an eroded gully below the bottom of the village. The gully has been left 
by removing slags, still showing shows slag layers of at least 7 m depth. According to Mr. Gui, the slag 
layers in the valley used to be some 10 m thick, and slags were re-smelted by traditional retort distillation, 
especially during the 1990s. Evidence of the activity are retorts stacked up as walls in many places, though 
not as omnipresent as in northwestern Guizhou. The top end of the evident slag layers is near the upper end 
of the present village and extends some way up the slopes to both sides of the valley, about 50 m from 
relatively wide valley bottom. The slag layer next to a house near the upper end on the western slope was 
about 80 cm thick, reaching at most 40 cm on the steeper slope just below. On the opposite eastern slopes 
the slags appear to reach higher on a red soil slope, height difference perhaps 10 m. Vegetation on compact 
slag layers is poor to non-existant, but slags under earth layers appear to have little impact on the vegetation. 
In fact, the carrots of Woqian are locally famous for their taste (which might not correspond to their 
healthiness for human consumption).  

The slags extend about 1 km along the valley, and roughly 0.5 km across at the wider upper end, narrowing 
down between a limestone shoulder on the eastern slope and into the gully. The surrounding red soil is 
planted in maize.  

Slags have not been industrially recycled, and we saw no trace of lead slags. The typical slags of Woqian 
were granular and reddish, presumably zinc slags. We saw no remains of retorts in undisturbed layers.  

According to Mr. Gui there had never been mines near Woqian, but it used to be the site of zinc smelting, 
with all ore carried from the Kuangshan Mines.  

He also had some vague hearsay that coal was available in Yulu 雨碌 some 15 km south along the road to 
Daibu.  

The information provided by Mr. Gui is corroborated by Huang Mengju 1849, who records the distance of 
the “zinc mines” from the Kuangshan mines, and by late 19th century to early Republican records on coal in 
Huize District. It is reasonably certain that the zinc smelters were moved from their initial location on the 
Zhehai Plateau (hence the name Zhehai Mines in the Qing records) to Woqian (Yunnanese pronuciation 
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“Yuanyan”=zinc) to be nearer to the source of fuel. 

We finally visited the smelting plant that was closed in 2011. Its core parts are Soviet technology, and it has 
been in operation since 1965. (We were told that the new plant is only 7 km from Huize city, and equipped 
with German filtering technology, and that it has been in trial production for about 1 year.) The industrial 
ruin looks as if people had just left. Of formerly almost 3000 workers, 800 remained at Zhehai, with a few 
employed to watch the abandoned plant, while some about 600 (?) moved to the new plant in Huize, and 
about 800 found other work. Mr. Gui would like to transform the plant into a museum, which appears an 
idea with considerable foresight and quite adequate in the quickly changing tourism boom in China.  

We returned to Kunming, and arrived 9:30 pm. 

 
The Zhehai Plateau with Kuangshan Town, Zhehai town and Woqianchang village. 

 
Sites in the Kuangshan Mines. Red area: minimum extension of the slag dump along the stream. 
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The open pit area at the Kuangshan mines. 

 
Woqianchang village and the slag dump. 
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The valley of the Niulanjiang. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Yang Yuda, Mr. Hou, Mr. Gui, Li Xiaocen and an employee at 
the Qilin Mines 
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The upper and the lower open pit, which 
exploited the ore around and below the 
old workings, and the ruptured and mined 
out ditch to the east of the pits, which also 
contained old workings in the upper 
layers. 
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The stream running through a slag layer 

The graveyard slope. (Located above and 
behind the factory buildings in the preceding 
photo.) And a toppled gravestons of a robbed 
grave 
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Li Xiaocen at work and the layers in the 
stream bed. 

The Kuangshan school 
and the ridge where the 
old grave used to be 
behind it. 
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The dup up gully at the bottom end of Woqianchang. 

      
Left: Typical recent zinc smelting waste. Right: Massive old zinc smelting layer near the top end of the village, and eroding layer 
of historic slags on red soil just below the compact, undisturbed layer. 
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View across Woqianchang. 
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The abandoned smelting 
plant of Zhehai. 


